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; 

Pre-Interview Written Test for the Post Of Lecturer Physics (BPS-17) In 
Education & Literacy Department, Government Of Sindh. 

Wednesday the oih October, 2015 
Time: 01:00 pm to 02:30 pm Maximum marks: 100

General Instructions:01 Candidates are to attempt aff questions. 
QUESTION PAPER 

02 Write your Roll No:, Name, Father's Name & Centre on the Answer Sheet within the given space. 03 Do not write this data anywhere else on the Answer sheet. Doing so will render the candidate disqualified. 04 Follow instructions on the Answer Sheet to mark your responses correctly. Answer ·carefully by filling one of theappropriate blank cells given in the Answer Sheet with black or blue ball pen only. OS Sign your answer sheet in specified space. 06 Return your Question paper & Answer Sheet after the examination.
Most Important:- any candidate found in possession of mobile phone or any similar device in the Examination ball 
will be expelled from the examination ball. Question paper is part of answer sheet for assessment purpose. No 
candidate is allowed to carry guestiOJ!. paper/answer sheet out of the examination hall.

01 A resister of 4kn with tolerance I 0% is connected in parallel with a resister of 6 k O with tolerance l 0%. Thetolerance of the parallel combination is nearly 
A 10% B 20% C 30% D 40% l}2 A mart can throw a ball to a maximu,m height of h. He can throw the same ball to the maximum horizontaldjgtance of - A) h . _ C h2 D 2 h2 

03 One.projectile moving with velocity Vin space gets burst into 2 parts of masses in the ratio 1:3. The smaller partbecomes stationary. What is the velocity of the other part? 
A 4V {B) V C 4V/3 D 3V/4 

04 A body is projected with the same velocity at angle 35 , 70, 60, 20 from the horizontal. The maximum rangewill be at A 35° B 70° C 60° 
(D 20° 

05 The ratio of the weight of a man in a stationary lift and in a lift accelerating downward with a uniformacceleration 'a' is 3:2. The acceleration of the lift is 
A 3 B 2 C D2 06 If momentum decreases by 20% kinetic energy will decrease: 
A 40% B) 36% C 18% (D 8% 07 When a proton and anti-proton annihilate, the energy release isA 3x10·10 J B 3xI0·8 J C 3xl0-6 J D 3xl04 J 

08 Kepler's law states that square of the time period of any planet about the sun is directly proportional to 
A R a 1/R C R3 D 1/R3 

09 Satellite is revolving around earth. If its height is increased to four times the height of geo-stationary satellite,what will become its time eriod? A 8 da s 4 da s C 2 da s D 16 da s 
I l O Escape velocity on earth is I l.2 km/s. What would be the-escape-vel0city on a planet w,hose mass is 1000 times, and radius is 10 times that of earth / A 112km/s B l l.2km/s C l.12km/s D 3.7k:m/s 
/ 11 A Carnot engine, with its cold body at 17 C , has 50% efficiency. If the temperature of its hot body is now [_ __ increase by 145 c<', the efficiency becomes. (A) 55% (B) 60% . (C) 40% (D) 45% I 12 What is the de ee of freedom in case of a monoatomic as? A 3 J (C 5 D None of these13 A light spring of constant K is cut into two equal parts. The spring constant of each part is ----1i A K 2K C K/2 D 4K 
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